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Abstract — In this paper, an efficient topology for multiple
PV Module standalone PV systems under partial shading
conditions is proposed. The efficiency of the proposed system
is enhanced by a evolutionary hybrid approach MPPT
algorithm. In this approach the changes due to Irradiance
and Perturb of the MPPT algorithm are separated to address
the problem of wrong tracking direction under fast varying
environmental conditions, a faster convergence is achieved by
a variable step size and a oscillations at maximum peak point
are reduced by smaller step size and controlling the
unnecessary switching over by positive and negative
thresholds. A brief of previous work on inverter technologies
for connecting photovoltaic (PV) modules to a single-phase
AC appliance is given. The various inverter topologies are
compared, and evaluated against demands, lifetime,
component ratings, and cost. Finally, the simulation results of
MATLAB and PSIM have been compared with earlier
methods. Improvements in the performance and tracking
effect have been obtained.

Keywords — Maximum Power Point (MPP), Perturb &
Observe (P & O), Photovoltaic (PV), Sinusoidal Pulse Width
Modulation (SPWM)..

I. INTRODUCTION

The price of the PV modules were in the past the major
contribution to the cost of these systems. A downward
tendency is now seen in the price for the PV modules due
to a massive increase in the production capacity of PV
modules. The cost of the PV and inverter is, therefore,
becoming more visible in the total system price. Focus
has, therefore, been placed on new, cheap, and innovative
inverter solutions and new system configurations [1-5].
Four major functions or features of photovoltaic AC
modules are
 Maximum power point tracking.
 Conversion of DC to AC.
 Fault disconnection.
 Integration and packaging

It is necessary that the PV system is operated at the
MPP, which is the operating condition where the most
energy is captured. This is accomplished with an MPP
tracker [6].

It is also necessary that the ripple at the terminals of the
PV module(s) is sufficiently small, in order to operate
around the MPP without too much fluctuation. The
amplitude of the ripple voltage should be below 8.5% of
the MPP voltage in order to reach a utilization ratio of
98% [7-8].

When PV modules are connected in series and are

subjected to partial shading conditions, the resultant output
power is different from the algebraic sum of the two. The
MPPT algorithm can operate any of the three peaks as
shown in Fig. 1. If the actual MPPT is not the true MPPT
then the resultant output power will be very less than what
is actually possible.

Fig.1. Multiple maxima and minima of power points

Under partial shading conditions this phenomenon leads
to a problem of multiple maxima and the MPPT algorithm
may get locked to local minima deteriorating the overall
performance of the PV system. This phenomenon can be
avoided by providing a voltage sweep to ensure the MPP
is the true global MPP and the second approach is to use a
modular system where in each PV module has its own
MPPT tracker to ensure that individual PV modules are
operating at their maximum power points. This will
however increase the cost of overall cost of PV system.

The various configurations of a PV system are shown in
Fig. 2. The centralized inverters that interface a large
numbers of PV modules to the grid are shown in Fig. 2 (a).
The centralized inverter has some severe limitations, such
as high-voltage dc cables between the PV modules and the
inverter, power losses due to a centralized MPPT,
mismatch losses between the PV modules, losses in the
string diodes. The AC module configuration is shown in
Fig. 2(b), is a reduced version of the centralized inverter,
where a single string of PV modules is connected to the
inverter. There are no losses associated with string diodes
and separate MPPTs can be applied to each string. This
increases the overall efficiency compared to the
centralized inverter. The modular configuration is shown
in Fig. 2(c), where several strings are interfaced with their
own DC–DC converter to a common inverter. This is
beneficial, compared with the centralized system, since
every string can be controlled individually.
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Fig.2. Configurations of a grid-connected PV System (a)
Centralized System (b) AC Modules (c) Modular System

Switch-mode DC-DC converters are used to convert the
unregulated DC input to a controlled DC output at a
desired voltage level. The duty cycle is adjusted based on
the error signal to make the output voltage follow the
reference value. Small signal models for buck and boost
converters were obtained using the standard state-space
averaging techniques [9].

II. SIMULATION / EXPERIMENT

Multicrystal Si PV module with open circuit voltage
(VOC) of 21.0 V and short circuit current (ISC) of 2.6 A with
a peak output power of 39 Wp at standard test conditions,
microcontroller PIC18F8722 based data logger system has
been used for the test.

Fig.3. Experimental setup for I-V curve tracer

The voltage (VPV), current (IPV), the temperature and the
irradiance data were monitored and stored on a multimedia

memory card (MMC) using the setup as shown in Fig. 3 for
one day at city of Alandi (D), Pune, India. The simulation
plot of effect of temperature on I-V characteristics, I-V
characteristics under standard test conditions and power
characteristics of PV module used for experimentation is as
shown in Fig. 4.

Fig.4. Output of a MATLAB GUI showing (a) Variation
of I-V w.r.t temperature. (b) I-V curve of PV module
under standard test conditions. (c) Power curve w.r.t
module voltage under standard test conditions.

A hybrid approach MPPT algorithm as shown in Fig. 5
has been proposed for faster convergence, fewer ripples
around MPP point and for improved performance under
fast varying environmental conditions.

Fig.5. Flow chart of the implemented MPPT algorithm.

The initialization program shall set the PV arrays
operating voltage point to 78% of the measured value of
the open circuit voltage. The P&O algorithm does not use
the exact power out of the solar panel, but a difference in
the proportional power. The amount of power changed has
no effect on the algorithm, which allows us to use the
linear relationship of the PWM’s duty cycle and the solar
panels current. The proportional power out of the solar
panel is calculated by multiplying the voltage of the solar
panel by the duty cycle of the PWM.
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A variable step has been used to track the peak point
quickly and accurately for both slowly and fast variable
environment conditions [10-11]. The initialization
program shall set the PV arrays operating voltage point to
78% of the measured value of the open circuit voltage.
The P&O algorithm does not use the exact power out of
the solar panel, but a difference in the proportional power.
The amount of power changed has no effect on the
algorithm, which allows us to use the linear relationship of
the PWM’s duty cycle and the solar panels current. The
proportional power out of the solar panel is calculated by
multiplying the voltage of the solar panel by the duty cycle
of the PWM [12-15]. A variable step has been used to
track the peak point quickly and accurately for both slowly
and fast variable environment conditions.

With the proposed system, there is no interconnection
between PV modules, but there is interconnection between
the associated dc–dc converters. Therefore, each PV
module can operate at its own optimal power and current
ensuring all the available energy in the PV array to be
delivered. Losses from shading of a single PV module are
limited to that module without having any impact on the
overall performance of the system. The irradiance data
collected at city of Alandi (D), Pune was converted into
100% and 50% insolation as shown in case A and case B
of Fig.6 to evaluate the performance of PV system under
partial shading conditions [16].

Fig.6. The irradiance data collected for one day at city of
Alandi (D), Pune, India

Fig.7. Centralized Inverter topology for multiple modules

The above insolation data was given to centralized
inverter topology and modular inverter topology through a
stage of proposed MPPT and the DC-DC converter stage
as shown in Fig. 7 and Fig. 8 respectively for the case A

and Case B of insolation conditions to observe the effect
of partial shading conditions on series connected PV
modules.

Fig.8. Modular Inverter topology for multiple modules

III. RESULTS

The output power for the two inverter topologies with
the proposed hybrid algorithms was evaluated. The
observations have been summarized in Table 1. It is
observed from the table that the proposed algorithm with
modular inverter shows a improvement of 15% over
centralized inverter topology for partial shading
conditions.

TABLE I

Sl.
No.

Parameter Centralized
Inverter
Topology

Modular
Inverter
topology

1 Case A 151.1
Wh.Day

177.78 Wh.Day

2 Case B 177.78
Wh.Day

177.78 Wh.Day

Case A: Two PV modules connected in series and un
evenly illuminated at full and 0 (W/m2) insolation.
Case B: Two PV modules connected in series and
uniformly illuminated at half the insolation (W/m2).

    
day

mm
day

nVnInP ][*][max

IV. CONCLUSION

The proposed algorithm adapts to partial shading, fast
changing environments conditions as the lower magnitude
local maximum power points are avoided resulting in
better power conversion. As the installed cost for PV
decreases, inverter efficiency may become less critical
than it is today. However, it will always be better to
convert as much PV power into ac power as possible.
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